Regeneration of native-like neo-urinary tissue from nonbladder cell sources.
Urinary pathology requiring urinary diversion, partial or full bladder replacement, is a significant clinical problem affecting ~14,000 individuals annually in the United States alone. The use of gastrointestinal tissue for urinary diversion or bladder reconstruction/replacement surgeries is frequently associated with complications. To try and alleviate or reduce the frequency of these complications, tissue engineering and regenerative medicine strategies have been developed using bio-absorbable materials seeded with cells derived from the bladder. However, bladder-sourced cells may not always be suitable for such applications, especially in patients with bladder cancer. In this study, we describe the isolation and characterization of smooth muscle cells (SMCs) from porcine adipose and peripheral blood that are phenotypically and functionally indistinguishable from bladder-derived SMCs. In a preclinical Good Laboratory Practice study, we demonstrate that autologous adipose- and peripheral blood-derived SMCs may be used to seed synthetic, biodegradable tubular scaffold structures and that implantation of these seeded scaffolds into a porcine cystectomy model leads to successful de novo regeneration of a tubular neo-organ composed of urinary-like neo-tissue that is histologically identical to native bladder. The ability to create urologic structures de novo from scaffolds seeded by autologous adipose- or peripheral blood-derived SMCs will greatly facilitate the translation of urologic tissue engineering technologies into clinical practice.